Introduction
In Part I ( [4] ), we defined the Z-groups U n (A), V n {A), W n {A) of a ring with involution A, for n (mod 4).
The main result of Part II is that there exist natural direct sum decompositions W n (A 2 
) = W n (A)®V n _ 1 (A)>
where A z = A[z, z -1 ] is the Laurent extension ring of A, with involution z h> z~x. (Cf. Part III, [5] , for the generalization to twisted Laurent extensions.)
Similar splittings arise in [3] -indeed, our method of proof follows that of [3] , except that Novikov neglects 2-torsion in the Z-groups, and assumes that 2 is invertible in A. In the geometrically realizable case A = Z[TT], (TT a finitely presented group), it is possible to obtain the decompositions by topological methods ( [2] , [6] , and [8] ).
Defining X-theories L^^A) for m < 2, n (mod 4) by
= W n (A), = L^\A)®L^(A) (vi ^ 1), it follows that L$\A) = V*(A), L^(A) = U*(A), and that
where A Zx>z%y >Zp = A[z x ,z^1,z 2 ,z^-1 , ...fZ^Zp-
Laurent extensions
We refer to [4] as I. Notation, and definitions are as in I. In particular, we are working over A, an associative ring with 1 and involution, and such that f.g. free ,4-modules have well-defined dimension.
Let z be an invertible indeterminate over A, which commutes with every element of A. The Laurent extension of A by z, A z , is the ring of polynomials J^L_ ao a i & in z, z" 1 with only a finite number of the coefficients aj G A non-zero. Then A z is an associative ring with 1, under the usual addition and multiplication of polynomials. The function is a ring morphism which preserves unities and the involutions. Every f.g. free ^g-module Q has a well-defined dimension, namely that of the f.g. free ^4-module eQ. Thus A z satisfies all the conditions imposed above on A. 
Q 0^Q /(z-l)Q (=eQ)
and modular A -bases of isomorphic ^4 s -modules are isomorphic. Given an A -module Q, define the A z -modu\e freely generated by Q, Q z , to be the direct sum
of a countable infinity of copies of Q with the action of A z indicated-that is, Q z = eQ. Then Q is a modular A -base of Q z .
It is convenient to list here several properties of modular A -bases.
(ii) For any ^.-modules P, Q, give Hom^(P, Q) a left ^4-module structure by
) and similary for -4 3 -modules.
Every/ e Hom A (P s ,Q z ) defines 1^2 % e (Hom^(P,g)) s by = £ »%(*) e ^s (* e P, / 3 (^) £ Q),
j=-CO
and conversely, so that we may identify Given / 6 Hom^(P,Q), let / also denote the element of Hom^e(P S5 Q s ) defined by /: P z -> Q s \ £ z>x t h» £ z?f{x t ) {x j e P). In particular, for N x ^ 0 so large that 2^$+ £ F+, 
The splitting is by injections • 
B(Q,<p;F,G) = 0eU 2i (A).
(ii) F and G share a hamiltonian complement in (Q,<p). Put F$ = G$ to obtain
B{Q, cp\F,G) = B(Q, <p; F*, G*) (by symmetry of definition)
= 0 G U 2i {A) (taking N = 0).
It follows that B{Q,<p; F,G) = 0e U 2i (A) whenever
It now remains only to verify that the choice of modular A -bases
Let j^o be another modular A -base of F, with dual modular A -base flfi of F*, and let ft ^ 0 be so large that
Then

, F)) ® (B+(F ®F*,G® G*), = (B+(F®F*,G®G*),[<p] 0 ) e U 2i (A),
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so that J^ will do as well as F. Similarly, the choice of G is immaterial. Hence is well-defined.
The composition
is 0 because This is well defined because
The composite
B\ \B
commutes because, given (Q, cp) e U 2i {A) (with was in Theorem 4.2 of Parti),
is the identity because, for each (Q, <p) e U 2i (A),
where A^Q.^) is any hamiltonian complement to A (G(?) in (Q®Q,<p@ -<p), in the terminology of Lemma 1.4 of I. It now remains only to verify that the sequence
is exact. This will be done by first characterizing the ± formations over A z equivalent to ones obtained from + formations over A via e: A -> A z (in Lemma 2.2 below), and then using the hamiltonian transformation of Lemma 2.3 to show that every element of ker(J?: Conversely, assume that the condition holds for (Q, <p; F,G), a ± formation over A z .
The A -module morphism
sends Q onto F 0 ®F$, and has the property that
Thus, up to equivalence of ± formations over A s ,
(Q,<p; F,G) = (H ± (F); F,G) = e(H ± (F 0 ); F 0 ,G 0 ).
LEMMA 2.3. Given a morphism of ± forms over A (f, x ):(P,6)^(Q,<p),
define the self-equivalence
If (Q, (p) is non-singular, the self-equivalence h' = H(f) ® 1 of (Q f , ?') = ((Q, ?) © HJJP)) ®((Q,-<p)@ H ± ( -P) e H ± ( -Q)) is a hamiltonian transformation, that is for any free lagrangian L' of (Q', <p').
Proof. The lagrangians F' = F@P@-P, The composite
is 0, as for F-theory. both ways round, where {Q,<p) = H ± (P) with any base for P@P*. The (split) exactness of
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follows from a diagram chase round:
in which all the squares commute, and the rows are the exact sequences of Theorems 4.3 and 5.7 of I. The inside left and right columns are exactwe wish to verify that the centre column is exact as well: let x e W 2i+1 (A Z ) be such that B(x) = 0 e py^4); then
let y e V 2i+1 (A) be such that j8(x) = e(y) e V 2i+1 {A Z ); then
ey(y) = ye(y) = yP(x) = 0e &4A B ) and let s e W 2i+1 (A) be such that j8(s) = y e V 2i+1 (A); then
P{z-i(8)) = (y-p(s)) = 0 e V 2i+1 (A 2 ), and (*-e(5)) G kerjS = i m « c W 2i+1 (A Z ); let ^ G Q. + (Az) be such that a(^) = x -e(s) e W 2i+1 (A S ); now t = BB{t) + ee{t), so (x-s(s + oce(t))) = *BB(t) E W 2i+1 (Az); also lxB(t) = Ba(t) = B(x)-Be(s) = 0 e V 2i (A); and 5(0 G ker/x = i m A c 2_(4); let w G C/ 2i+1 (^4) be such that A(w) = B(t) E S_(^4); then aBB(t) = *B\(u) = oc8B(u) = 0 G W 2i+1 (A Z );
hence a: = e(s + oce(t)) e im(e: TT 2m (^) -> Tf 2m (^J). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 for n odd.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (n even)
We define B: V 2i {A z ) -> U 2i+1 (A), using LEMMA 
Given a non-singular ± form (Q, <p) over A z , and a modular A-base Q 0 for Q, let
(z N (l-v)z-"x,v(<p±<p*)x) h> {(z"(l-v )z-»x'
If (Q, <p) = H^(P), then (Q s , 6) is a non-singular ± form over A z such that ((Q,,e)®H ± (-L,)) e ker(e: V 2i (A z ) -> V 2i (A))
is an equivalence of + forms over A z . Hence the choice of L* is immaterial.
Define w e B.om Az The projection e:
which vanishes in ^(^4) because X*© -X* is a free lagrangian. Thus the component of
e L z ®Lf \xeL,yeL*, <p{x,y) = 0 e Q*}. Now ker(??: Q -> Q*) = P and Q = L®L* = P®P* so Finally, suppose that X is a hamiltonian complement to either P or P*, choosing X* accordingly. Then A x = 0 and the annihilator of X* in is given by Then ifj induces an even ± product over A z 
BB{Q,<p; F,G) = {H^-Q^^)) = (Q®Q,<p®-<p; F®F*,G®F) = (Q,<P' ) F,G)eU 2i _ 1 (A)-
We need just one more result to prove that the sequence Let N ^ 0 be an integer so large that
Adding on some even + product to «/r, if necessary, it may be assumed that I t is not difficult to verify that 9 differs from/*[<£>© -9?] Sl=0 / by a n even + product (over ^4 C2 ) 5 This proves the part of Theorem 1.1 relating to V n (A z ) for n even.
To complete the proof, we give analogous constructions for TF-theory. Define
with QQ the modular A -base of Q generated by the given ^g-base. and B N (Q 0 , <p) as in Lemma 3. 
Multiple Laurent extensions
